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Listening for the Story
Facilitated by acclaimed Canadian television, stage and
ﬁlm actor R.H. Thomson | January 19 – March 23, 2021
(Caroline Bell and Jesse LaPointe perform a scene from the ARC production of The Turn of the Screw. Photo taken by Drew Murdock).

ARC Academy presents: Listening For The Story – An Online Training Session For Actors
Facilitated by acclaimed Canadian television, stage and ﬁlm actor R.H. Thomson | January 19 – March 23, 2021

After a successful launch into online training, the ARC Academy will be offering a second training
session for the season. The ten-week, online course will be taught by acclaimed Canadian television,
stage and ﬁlm actor R.H. Thomson. The course is open to four emerging theatre artists in Atlantic
Canada who have completed an accredited training program and have early professional experience.

(Caroline Bell and Jesse LaPointe perform a scene from the ARC production of The Turn of the Screw. Photo taken by Drew Murdock).

This is an exclusive course and is only open to four candidates.
Each ARC participant will receive a $1000 honorarium for completion of the training.

Listening For The Story – an online training session for actors.
Acting really only requires two activities – speaking and listening. Listening is the hard part. This online workshop for actors
will focus on 'hearing the story'. Whatever character you are playing, you are part of a larger story. The workshop is an appeal
for actors to consider themselves as 'artists' ﬁrst and 'performers' second. What drives the choices you make as an actress or
actor: emotions, instinct, the director, vanity, the story, fear, artistry, ambition or your agent? The workshop will explore these
challenges through script work, art, poetry and music.
The training will be provided over a ten-week term, with participants meeting once a week via ZOOM for 90 minutes to 2 hours
per session. The program may require the participants to work outside the class in preparation for each session. The class
participants will be prepped with any materials required prior to the start of the sessions.

Course duration:
Ten weeks – one day a week
January 19 – March 23

To apply:
Send resume and a brief letter of
interest to director@atlanticrep.ca

Deadline 5:00pm AST, January 8th

(Caroline Bell and Kenzie Delo perform a scene from the ARC production of Mary’s Wedding. Photo taken by Brian Goodwin).

Training is central to the Atlantic Repertory Company (ARC) development plan. As the ARC program matures, ongoing training
and professional development and mentoring will enhance the career skills of ARC residents. We assume that all ARC residents
have attained the requisite level of expertise as a result of attending an accredited theatre training center. ARC Academy will
focus on the development of speciﬁc skill sets as well as career development training that goes beyond the stage.
The onset of the COVID Crisis has forced the ARC to rethink the timelines for full implementation. Under the circumstances, it is
impossible to predict when it will again be appropriate to engage artists from various provinces to spend prolonged periods in New
Brunswick. In response to this challenge we are engaged in a series of Online Training programs for the beneﬁt of ARC residents. The
original concept involved offering this training at no cost to resident artists employed by the ARC. However, as a result of the
COVID-19 related shutdown of theatres and venues across the region opportunities have disappeared for many artists. The ARC
cannot, at this time, predict when we will have a large group of artists working with us for an extended period.

The ARC has planned a scaled-back production schedule that is ﬂexible enough to anticipate re-scheduling or cancellations. This
means that the ARC will not have a critical mass of artists working with us on site this year in order to enable face-to-face training
and mentoring initiatives.

Starting in the fall of 2020, the ARC developed a series of online training sessions
designed to enhance artist skill sets. As the ARC will not be employing these artists
for work on various projects, an honorarium will be paid to course participants.

In 2015, Canadian stage and screen actor RH Thomson
was awarded the Governor General's Performing Arts
Award for Lifetime Artistic Achievement and the
ACTRA Award of Excellence. He was made a Member
of the Order of Canada in 2010 and has been given an
Honorary Doctorate from Trinity College, University of
Toronto. He has appeared in theatres across Canada
and has ﬁlmed in Canada, the US, Greece and the
Czech Republic most recently in Chloe directed by
Atom Egoyan. He has earned Gemini, Genie, Dora and
Merritt awards for his work and recently directed The
Crucible at Theatre Calgary and performed in The
Message by Jason Sherman and This Was The World
by Ellie Moon, both directed by Richard Rose at the
Tarragon Theatre Toronto. He played Matthew
Cuthbert in the CBC/NETFLIX series Anne With An E for
which he has received two Canadian Screen Awards. As
well as being an advocate for the arts, Mr. Thomson has
worked on many history/education/arts projects. For
the First World War Centenary, he built the multi
lingual project The World Remembers-Le Monde Se
Souvient, an international WWI Commemoration with
installations across Canada and in four other nations www.theworldremembers.ca.

Diversity Statement for the ARC

The Atlantic Repertory Company is committed to diversity, inclusivity, and equity in our creative practice. We are
committed to fostering an atmosphere where artists, employees and volunteers, regardless of gender, race, age,
sexual orientation or identity, or disability, feels respected and valued. We are committed to providing equitable
opportunities for employment and advancement in all of our programs and creative projects.

ARC Academy is generously supported by:
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